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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.2.11 

 

General 

� BSAN-7XHGD3 - Decimal point was used as Decimal separator on quantity on the Transport labels. The bar 
code on the Transport labels doesn’t support decimal point as a Decimal separator. The number of decimals 
on the quantity was too many, which made the bar code to long. 

� AFOG-8EXGJ9 - The form generation that the user ADMIN made after updating from one version to another 
didn’t work correctly when the installation contained several companies. The forms weren’t generated 
automatically for all the companies in the installation. 

� TBOL-8G5F3N - There were problems sending e-mail if you used special character sets (eg Russian, 
Chinese). 

� JLIN-8GWA7L - The window for Customer- and supplier activity reminders was too small. The text rows in 
the window were overlapped. Now is the window increased and it’s also possible to use a larger font size. 

� ÖBRN-8HUK77 - We have made adjustments in the VAT Report – Sales and VAT Report – Purchase 
procedures. These procedures are only used in Poland. The VAT columns could display incorrect amounts 
on invoices in foreign currency. This error occurred because of the exchange rate that the invoice was 
registered in wasn’t taken into consideration in the amounts in the VAT reports. 

� BSAN-8JN988 - If you had registered a Row type 1 with alternate unit in an order procedure and then 
changed the row to a Service row (type 3), the Conversion factor remained on the row. 

� MZEL-8KY9L7 - Some *pdf files caused "file not found" when you tried to open them in the Document 
Viewer. The Document Viewer is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� MZEL-8KZG7D - The Document Viewer is updated and a new client installation is required. The Document 
Viewer is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� TBOL-8L3GKH - If there was a Stock order with a row type 5 and was delivered, MONITOR shut down with 
a program error when you used the Flow Analysis – Sales and Customer orders also contained the same 
parts as the Stock order. 

Manufacturing 

� KJAN-8GGATS - The Tabs identity were reversed in the Pre-Calculation procedure, which caused that the 
export of data from the Summary tab displayed data from the Warning tab, and vice versa for exports from 
the Warning tab. 

Purchase 

� KFTM-8BNGXH - In the Register Supplier Invoice procedure under the Order link tab, the function to 
save the layout did not always work. In some cases the order of the columns was not right. 

� KFTM-8E3DDD - If the Setting "When registering supplier invoices, place the cursor on" was set on supplier 
code/BG/PG when registering supplier invoices, it didn’t work when you used the Window function New 

record or only purge the window. 

� BSAN-8FW95V - The field for Partial delivery no. in the Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure only 
displayed six rows. 

� JELA-8G2CYF - Sorting by double-clicking on the heading Goods label 1 didn’t work in the Order List – 
Purchase procedure when you used the list type Standard classified on Order. 

� BSAN-8G38RY - Suppliers could be deregistered in the Update Supplier procedure even though inquiries 
were registered on the suppliers. 
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� SSÖG-8JBC97 - The Setting "Order response/EDI import doesn't save price from imported message" under 
the Purchase tab in the Settings procedure didn’t work. The Purchase orders price was changed anyway in 
the Order response/EDI import procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8KKCGU - The Supplier invoice was booked on Invoice date instead of on Voucher date if you 
registered the invoice in the Accounts payable ledger by using the Update Accounts Payable Ledger 
procedure. 

� RALG-8KRG7N - If you used the adaptation 55, the already final coded supplier invoices were still in the list 
for final coding. 

� LAHM-8KY9L3 - In the Import supplier invoice procedure there could be problems with the matching. 
After a modification in MONITOR grouping is also made by delivery note number. Furthermore, the import 
now compares receiving dates instead of reported arrival dates. This means that the import can match 
several arrivals on the same invoice. 

� KJAN-8KYCCN - If a Purchase order was advised, the Run Netting procedure gave a new Purchase order 
suggestion if the time of the requirement was before planned delivery. This will now result in a 
Rescheduling Suggestion instead. 

� ÖBRN-8L3B5X - Incorrect Accounts payable account could be displayed on the invoice in the Accounts 
Payable Ledger procedure. This resulted in a difference between the value of the Accounts Payable 
Ledger and General Ledger. Incorrect Accounts payable account was displayed in the list if you in the 
Register Supplier Invoices procedure had pressed the button Link and then changed your mind and 
pressed the button Prel. link and saved the invoice. 

Sales 

� LREM-8D2J82 - You could by mistake put in a space in the beginning of the Customer code/Supplier code 
when you used "Save as" in the Update Customer and Update Supplier procedures. 

� FOHN-8EAJ9F - A modification has been made in MONITOR so that the e-mail address entered for the User 
will now be loaded and used as sender's e-mail address in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� BSAN-8GLCND - There was no validation of the field Cust. code inv. in the Register Customer Order 
procedure. 

� SSÖG-8H8LN4 - Row numbers for customer order row could become incorrect in the database when you 
imported several customer orders at a time in the Import EDI Orders and EDI Order Import List and at 
the same time had activated the setting "Insert imported addl. text from order header after the last order 
row?". 

� SSÖG-8HVB77 - The Setting "Warn if ordered number does not correspond to entire packages?" under the 
heading Orders/Quotes on the Sales tab didn’t work in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

� FOHN-8J2KBE - When you used the Import delivery reporting function in the Pick List procedure, it was 
possible to import the same delivery note several times even when the invoice had been printed for the 
delivery note in question.  

� BKNN-8J9GAJ - MONITOR was shut down with a program error if you in the Interest Invoice Basis 
procedure chose the list type Compact and selected the Alternative Include already excepted and then 
pressed Pre view or Print. 

� SSÖG-8JB8UR - If an unknown Part was included in the Import EDI Orders procedure and you saved 
order additional text according to the Setting "Insert imported addl. text from order header after the last 
order row?", MONITOR would shut down with a program error if the unknown Part was the last on the 
order. 

� AFOG-8KNHZN - When you in the Print Shipping Documents procedure had set the Freight payer on 
Receiver pays, the field "Other GAN no" shall be greyd out and inactive. This didn’t work correctly, it was 
still possible to enter or edit a GAN no in the Other GAN no field, and this number was used in the EDI 
export to PacsoftOnline. Now the Receiver GAN: will be used when the Receiver pays. 

� BSAN-8KRJ42 - The Customer Order Info procedure didn’t display the same Available balance as the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

� KJAN-8KYHAF - In the Print Pick Lists procedure not all EDI package records were saved when printing 
the pick list. 
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� LAHM-8L4BDV - A strange error message could be displayed when you changed the currency on a newly 
created customer or supplier in the Update Customer and Update Supplier procedures. 

� AFOG-8L4J28 - News: Posten has changed code in the EDI message for Expresspaket (express parcel), 
this change affects advises sent by PacSoft Online. 

� FOHN-8LAG4K - The Swedish Posten has changed the service Postpack to MyPack, which also are changed 
in the naming and content of the services in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. Cash on delivery/ 
COD in combination with the services Hempaket and Pall.ETT are no longer possible. 

� FOHN-8LEGET - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV ver 110901. 

� FOHN-8LEJ48 - In the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure the EDI advising with status 1 remained in 
the EDI Data and no file was created. This problem occurred if the user for example by default run 
warehouse 1 but changed to warehouse 2 in the procedure and then made a delivery. 

� AFOG-8LFABA - Only one Shipping label was printed if the routing code was incorrect for shipments sent by 
DSV. Now all the Shipping labels with incorrect routing code will be printed, but a message will be 
displayed for every label that will be printed. 

� LAHM-8LFB6F - When you exported a factoring file to Handelsbanken Finans from the Print Invoices 
procedure, the file wasn’t created if the Client number (factoring) in the Company Info procedure 
contained eight digits or more. 

Inventory 

� BSAN-8A9BC3 - The value of the Inventory diff became doubled if the part was inventoried in Alternate 
unit in the Physical Inventory Difference procedure, with list type Total. 

� MWIK-8FXGPQ - An error message could be displayed when you approved printouts in the Print Stock 
Order procedure. This error occurred when you tried to print out already delivered orders by pressing the 
More button and typed the order number manually. 

� BSAN-8L4FSL - Different Totals were displayed in the list types Log and Total in the Physical Inventory 
Difference procedure. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-7UTAT3 - When clocking in after an absence forecast, the records for holidays/weekends were not 
deleted. Now these will also be deleted, but not for the final weekend. Therefore you should remember to 
only plan vacation etc. up to and including the Friday in the last week of the period. 

� JLIN-8GKGDX - The last recordings OUT time in the list types Recording and Total per salary type in the 
Recording List procedure was invisible. 

� JLIN-8L2JW2 - In the Recording Terminal procedure problems could occur when an employee clocked in 
if any of the employee's colleagues had reported a full quantity for the operations that the first employee 
was clocked-in on. This scenario is most common when you have shift working. 

� JLIN-8L2KFV - If a user had rights as system signer through a Group affiliation, he couldn’t change an 
already authorized attendance recording. 

Accounting 

� KFTM-8D9BNR - We have made adjustments in the list type AutoAllocations in the Print AutoCoding 
procedure, so it will display the allocations in the same way as the list type AutoCodings. 

� KFTM-8FMH27 - The field for Consecutive number in the Release Accrual Accounting procedure was too 
small. 

� TCAN-8HVJTF - When you used Rename Account, the Invoicing Log was handled incorrect if the fiscal 
year did not correspond with the calendar year. 
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� OBYN-8LBCMB - When you use the SIE import, the system asks you: This operation will add entries to the 
database. Do you want to continue? The buttons YES and NO to answer this question were mixed up. 

� BKNN-8LFKLQ - On printouts from the Fixed Asset List, the Budget objects weren’t marked with an 
asterisk *. 

General Settings 

� BSAN-8KTG5D - You couldn’t purge Customer- and Purchase orders to the Historical database in the 
Purging Procedures. 

Product Configurator 

� KJAN-8LMDGN - When you opened the Check Delivery Times procedure by right-clicking in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, incorrect configured rows were displayed for the customer order in question. 


